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Introduction
We present Neural Concept Network (NCN), an architecture for relational
learning through neural guided search. The architecture is composed of
input nodes, which represent concepts given as facts in a knowledge base,
output nodes, which represent positive and negative ground instances of a
concept to learn, and a hidden implication layer that captures the space of
possible solutions. As this space is in practice very big, the implication layer
is dynamically constructed during the training process as a neural guided
search that learns the most relevant solutions. Inference in NCN involves
computing the gating tensor, based on the network structure, which
semantically filters input nodes and maps them to ground instances of the
output nodes. We evaluate the approach over two classes of problems,
inductive learning and knowledge-base completion, and show that NCN
achieves similar or better performance than existing methods.
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The forward propagation through a layer involves three tensor operations
(Equations 1-3). Equation 1 filters and maps the input activation values onto
the gating tensor and aggregates over the input facts. Θl is the intermediate
value of the IL. Φl is the output value of the IL. Intuitively, Equations 1 and 2
together are similar to the convolution operator, except in this case, the filter
(represented by the IU) is applied semantically to the input, i.e. the filter has
a semantic prior as opposed to the structural prior based on locality in CNN.
The filter is dynamically imposed on the input, where the imposition is
captured by the gating tensor Gl in Equation 1. Equation 3 finally
aggregates the output of the IUs connected to the output CUs, to obtain the
final output Al.
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We evaluate the approach over two classes of problems, inductive learning
and knowledge-base completion, and show, in Table1 and Table3
respectively, that NCN achieves similar or better performance than existing
methods for these tasks.
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Figure 1: An example instance of NCN.
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Architecture
The architecture of NCN is characterised by two types of nodes, Implication
Unit (IU) and Concept unit (CU). The latter refer to input and output nodes.
An IU imposes a semantic filter over the input units, expressed as
conjunction over the corresponding input concepts. It produces grounded
output when the variable bindings are satisfied for in the instances of input
concepts. As different IUs may produce the same ground instance of the
target concept, the latter can be seen as a disjunction of alternative
definitions that different IUs may yield to. Figure 1 illustrates an example
instance of NCN with two input units, corresponding to two binary concepts
in1 and in2, one binary target concept target, and 4 IUs, each representing
a (singleton) conjunction of the input concepts (see table in Figure 1). So
the target concept can be seen as defined by the disjunction of the 4 IUs.

IU

no. of IUs in layer l
no. of CUs in layer l - 1
no. of unique argument tuples
of facts of CUs in layer l - 1
layer index
total no. of literals in the IL
and is equal to Σilength(IUil)
no. of output CUs in layer l
no. of unique argument tuples
of facts of CUs in layer l
maximum number of proofs
allowed for each output fact

Table 1: Results for inductive learning tasks including Undirected Edge (UE), Adjacent To Red(ATR), and Two Children
(TC). The metric used is the percentage of runs that achieve less than 1e-4 mean squared test error.1

Table 2: Main features of the knowledge base completion dataset.

Learning Algorithm
Input: Input facts,
Examples, Max IU
length, Num IUs to
keep after pruning

Specialisation

Initialisation
Initialise the network where
the IL contains all possible
single body IUs of the input
Concepts
Parameter Initialisation
and Gradient Descent
Optimisation

Pruning
Parameter Reinitialisation
and Final Gradient
Descent Optimisation

No

Stopping
Condition

Return: ncn instance
Yes

Neural guided structure learning algorithm for a single layer NCN.
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Table 3: Results for knowledge-base completion tasks. The max rule length allowed is 2, except for UMLS (3) and Kinship
(3) where it is set to 3. We observe a significant increase in NCN’s performance, as compared to Neural-LP and AMIE+
that appear to struggle particularly for the Kinship dataset, as the max length is increased. Based on the initial evaluation,
NCN suffers in FB15k-237 as compared to AMIE+. Hyperparameter optimisation could potentially address NCN’s low
precision score, and we aim to explore this in the future work.

Future Work
We have presented a novel architecture for iterative relational learning
through neural guided search. As part of our future work, we aim to extend
the approach in two ways: firstly, to integrate NCN with other differentiable
architectures (e.g., CNN) to support end-to-end relational learning from
unstructured data (e.g., images); secondly, extending structure learning to
multiple layers with the objective of learning latent and interdependent
concepts.

